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“We deliver flexible and cost effective assistance programs that
encourage self-reliance, facilitate change, help build resilience
and drive smart agriculture into the future”

OUR PROGRAMS
The RAA has a range of programs that help primary producers and small business operators with different stages in the
business experience and lifecycle, from short-term responses needed for natural disasters, to intermediate responses for
chronic issues like drought, to long-term responses needed for building lasting resilience and sustainability. The RAA’s
assistance comes in the form of loans, subsidies and grants that can help. Our range includes:

LOANS

SUBSIDIES

GRANTS

•
•
•
•
•

•

If natural disasters are widespread
and extremely severe, the Australian
and NSW Governments may jointly
announce the provision of grants.
Such grants rely on the declaration of
a natural disaster. Under the Disaster
Recovery Funding Arrangements
(DRFA), there are two categories under
which declarations can be made:
• Category C—usually $15,000
and provided for widespread and
severe events
• Category D—provided in
exceptional, catastrophic
circumstances, and the amount
is determined at the time of the
natural disaster.

Farm Innovation Fund
Drought Assistance Fund
Seafood Innovation Fund
Forest Industries Innovation Fund
Natural Disaster Loans

•
•
•
•
•

Emergency Drought Transport
subsidy
Animal Welfare Transport subsidy
Donated Fodder Transport subsidy
Natural Disaster Transport subsidy
Farm Business Skills Program
subsidy
Emergency Water Infrastructure
Rebate scheme

RESPONDING TO NATURAL DISASTERS
BUSHFIRES
5.4 million hectares (7%) of NSW was affected by the 2019-20 bushfires, resulting in devastating loss of life, property,
wildlife and livestock and a lasting impact on NSW communities. The RAA responded with natural disaster assistance in
collaboration with the Australian Government, in line with the joint Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements (DRFA).
Assistance was rolled out in accordance with need as the disaster increased in scale and devastation. Assistance for natural
disasters starts with a declaration, from which concessional loans and transport subsidies can be offered (Category B)[1].
In 2019-20 $2.7 million in category B loans was dispersed, together with $160,000 in natural disaster subsidies.
When the seriousness of the situation became clear, the NSW and Australian Governments made declarations for more
assistance. Initially this was with Category C grants of $15,000 before this was extended to Category D grants of $75,000.
The RAA distributed 3,089 natural disaster grants in 2019-20, at a value of $91.8 million. It should be noted that Category D
grants and loans have never been announced for NSW before. RAA distributed 1,637 of these grants, with a total value of
$23.2 million. As the situation worsened, further announcements were made, to provide for larger grants and loans (category
D). In NSW this assistance was referred to as “Special Disaster Assistance” and came in the form of $75,000 grants and loans
of up to $500,000. It should be noted that category D grants and loans have never been announced for NSW before.
In 2019/20, the RAA distributed 1,452 applications with a value of
$68.6 million for grants up to $75,000. The RAA increased its staff
numbers to provide this assistance to fire-affected primary producers as
quickly as possible. The average time to approve assistance for grants
was 14 days, which, while not always as fast as people wanted, was
still extremely efficient for most.
The RAA approved 224 loans of up to $500,000, with an approved
value of $21.1 million. The average time to approve these loans was 30
business days, just outside the RAA’s benchmark of 28 days.
2019-20 dwarfed the four previous years in terms of total funding
distributed for natural disaster events, per Figure 1.

Figure 1: Funding distributed for natural disaster events

The NSW Government also supplemented joint Australian Government assistance with its own Bushfire Industry Recovery
Program to provide targeted assistance to important primary industry sectors linked to key supply chains. The RAA
distributed Supply Chain Support Grants as part of that program, which ran from 19 May to 12 June, helping key industries
as shown in Table 1. $21 million was approved under this program, within an average of eight days from receipt of all
information received, to approval.
Aquaculture

Apiculture

Viticulture

Dairy

Horticulture

Applications approved

150

66

58

44

49

Funding approved ($M)

2.7

0.9

1.2

7.4

8.6

Table 1: Bushfire Industry Recovery Program - Supply Chain Support Grants administered by the RAA
Special Disaster Loans were offered as part of Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements (DRFA), “Category D” for the first time in NSW.
Standard concessional loans are “Category B” and are $130,000 for primary producers
[1]

DELIVERING TO DROUGHT-AFFECTED COMMUNITIES
In 2019-20, NSW farmers continued to suffer through the most severe drought in recorded history. The drought started
intensifying in late 2017 and worsened through 2018 and 2019. Although there was widespread rain in early 2020 and
an easing of drought conditions in some rural and regional communities, 80% of the state was still affected by drought
at 30 June 2020. The extent and duration of the drought has had a devastating impact on the state’s rural and regional
communities with no farming family in the state left unaffected.
The NSW Government rolled out new drought assistance measures
as the drought continued. From 1 July 2019, the NSW Government
provided $755 million taking total funding to that point, to
$1.8 billion. The new funding contributed to an extended and
increased Drought Transport Subsidy; continued Farm Innovation
Fund loans; further waivers of Farm Innovation Fund interest
payments, Local Land Service rates, the Farm Business Skills
programs, and Transport Subsidies for donated fodder. By end of
June 2020, the package, including water security initiatives, sat at
$3.3 billion.
Drought assistance increased in size as shown in Figure 2.
The RAA was critical to the NSW Government’s drought response, with
many drought programs continued and expanded in 2019–2020 as follows.

Figure 2: Drought assistance increase

EMERGENCY DROUGHT TRANSPORT SUBSIDY
The Emergency Drought Transport subsidy has had an enormous take-up since it was first launched in August 2018, with
$194 million disbursed to contribute to the cost of transporting fodder, water, and since 1 July 2019, chemicals, fertiliser and
seed. This has had a significant impact, enabling many farmers to continue operating and supporting the welfare of livestock in the
worsening drought conditions.

THE DROUGHT ASSISTANCE FUND
The Drought Assistance Fund (DAF) loan is directly targeted to addressing the immediate and chronic needs related to
drought. It offers a loan of up to $50,000 that in 2019-20, could be used for the installation or transport of fodder or water
infrastructure, the banking of genetic material, or for any activity that contributed to resilience and profitability.
The DAF was introduced in June 2018 and since inception, $105 million has been approved.

THE FARM INNOVATION FUND (FIF)
The FIF has been the RAA’s flagship assistance program since its inception in 2013, with various forms of concessional loans
provided before then. It has helped farmers build capital infrastructure to grow productivity so they could be resilient enough
to withstand whatever came their way either economically or climatically.
The FIF began as the Special Conservation Scheme many years
ago. As can be seen (Figure 4), uptake has risen strongly as
the drought has developed since late 2017. 2019-20 showed
record uptake of $126 million approved. On 1 July 2019, the
$M
NSW Government increased funding for the FIF to enable
farmers to access a low interest loan of up to $1 million. Since
February 2015, $353 million has been disbursed, contributing
to the construction of water tanks, sheds, silo, bores and dams.
Farmers highly value the FIF program with more than 90% of
respondents to a 2018 survey among FIF loan-holders, saying
that the program contributed to viability, productivity, dealing
with adverse seasonal conditions and increasing the value of
Figure 3: Farm Innovation Fund uptake
their property. More than one-third of respondents indicated
that having the loan created an added annual value of greater than $50,000 to their farm business.
In 2019/20, interest payment waivers were continued for all FIF loan holders was continued in recognition of the drought,
providing a reduction in costs for farmers valued at $6.5 million.

“Without the RAA’s help, our long established business would be in a lot of cash
flow trouble. That would definitely have cost our staff their jobs and now we
will be able to keep them and survive this difficult 12 months”
- customer feedback -

FARM INNOVATION FUND - CASE STUDY
Ryefield Hops is a business in Bemboka that has taken the family farm in a
drought-affected area and converted it to something new.
Ryefield Hops is the first farm in NSW to grow and sell hops commercially to
the craft beer industry. The land the enterprise started on is ex-dairy country.
The business applied for a Farm Innovation Fund loan to help fit-out a new
processing shed that will allow for greater mechanisation. This will make it
possible to grow and harvest more hops, and also store product with greater
confidence. The expansion includes a solar conversion for efficient energy
production and a dam to create greater water security for the longer term.

EMERGENCY WATER INFRASTRUCTURE REBATE SCHEME
The Emergency Water Infrastructure Rebate Scheme (EWIR) began in January 2019 with $12 million funded by the Australian
Government in the first year to help drought-affected livestock farmers with the costs of purchasing and upgrading urgently
needed water infrastructure for animal welfare needs to a maximum of $25,000 per farm enterprise.
Funding for the Emergency Water Infrastructure Rebate (EWIR) scheme was extended in October 2019, with an additional
$9.25 million available to drought-affected farmers in NSW for the purchase and upgrade of on-farm water infrastructure. For
invoices dated from 1 July 2019, the program was also opened to horticulturalists with permanent plantings who could apply
to install new bores or desilt dams.
Administered by the RAA, the scheme was to remain open until 30 June 2021 or until funds were exhausted. With the scale
and extent of the continuing drought, the RAA was inundated with applications and the program was closed in May 2020. In
2019–20, the RAA approved 2,180 applications, providing $12.8 million to primary producers. This brought the total funding
approved and disbursed over the life of the program, to $19.2 million. As at 30 June 2020, the scheme had not been extended
by the Australian Government.

DRIVING LONGER TERM SUSTAINABILITY
The RAA has a range of programs that contribute to the longer term sustainability and profitability of farm businesses and
regional communities. The Farm Innovation Fund loan was critical to providing a comprehensive approach to the drought
but has been part of the RAA’s suite of programs for many years. This is because the FIF is primarily about supporting the
construction of permanent infrastructure, an activity that is helpful for preparing for the next drought, but also for building
greater productivity into the long term.
Other programs that contribute to long term sustainability include the Farm Business Skills Program, the Forest Industries
Fund and the Seafood Innovation Fund.

FARM BUSINESS SKILLS PROGRAM
The Farm Business Skills (FBS) Professional Development Program was developed to support the productivity, profitability
and viability of farm businesses, particularly to prepare farmers for drought. Funding was announced as part of the NSW
Government’s 2015 Drought Strategy and concluded on 30 June 2020. The FBS offers a subsidy on the cost of professional
development activities.
During 2019-20, the RAA paid 550 claims for reimbursement totalling more than $1.3 million.

FARM DEBT MEDIATION
The RAA oversees the Farm Debt Mediation Act 1994, to ensure a structured negotiation process to assist farmers and
creditors to agree upon matters relating to farm debts, in advance of potential recovery action. RAA’s leadership in Farm Debt
Mediation policy continued to be recognised around Australia and in New Zealand. I acknowledge the work of Hanna Jaireth
who left RAA in December 2019.

FOREST INDUSTRIES INNOVATION FUND
The NSW Government has allocated $34 million for the Forest Industries Innovation Fund (FIIF) to assist industry to adopt
new technology and innovative practices to better address the changing demands of the future forest industry. In 2019-20, the
RAA distributed $9.2million for four FIIF loans. The FIIF offers up to $3 million to be repaid within a period of up to 20 years.

SEAFOOD INNOVATION FUND
The Seafood Innovation Fund (SIF) loan is available to commercial fishers and aquaculture farmers in NSW to meet the
cost of carrying out permanent capital works that will improve assets and infrastructure, identify and address risks, help
build resilience to changes in seasonal conditions and ensure long-term productivity and sustainable use of the marine and
land-based environment. The SIF loan offers up to $500,000 to be repaid within a period of up to 20 years. In 2019-20, 26
applications were approved for SIF loans at an approved value of $5.4 million.
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